By Claire Prechtel-Kluskens

National Archives

Compiled Military
Service Records, Part V:
The Book Mark
In honor of the sesquicentennial of the American Civil
records at the National Archives in Washington,
DC, that are useful in researching the war and its
participants.
n this article we examine the Book Mark, a

I

Military Service Records (CMSRs) that leads

claim–the AGO investigated and recorded its
decision about the issue in other record series

also made an annotation, called the Book Mark,
upon the soldier’s CMSR jacket, and included
other card(s) inside the CMSR.

the soldier or his unit’s history.
As noted in previous articles, individual
soldiers’ CMSRs were compiled by clerks in the
muster rolls, payrolls, and other records to

Revolutionary War soldiers James, John, and

in one regiment. (His service in other regiments,
about those three soldiers. Since the book mark
records, the AGO did not add a “Notation” card
to the CMSRs.
disease, or service.
When ambiguities, omissions, or errors in the

John G. Acoff
Engineers. The book mark on his jacket, 10672-
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B-78, has a related “Notation” card inside his
CMSR that reads: “War Department, Record
and Pension Division, Washington, Mch 24,

Mch. 6, 1865, and enlisted in this organization in

his CMSR strongly suggest John was a bounty

John enlisted as a private in the 1st New York
Engineers. His incentive was the $100 bounty
paid to three-year enlistees, which he received
on 10 March 1865. He was quickly promoted to

This Department cannot recognize the legality
rendered thereunder. The law views him as

she alleges that he was discharged on 7 March

and promoted in an another regiment. It also

to apply between 1 July 1889 and 30 June 1892

These conditions included enlisting in another
previous unit so long as “such re-enlistment was
or other gratuity that he would not have been
entitled to, had he remained under his original
"Application of Widow for Removal of Charge of Desertion" by
and Lemuel Tinney. File 10672-B-78, Box 2335, Enlisted Branch
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bounty clearly doomed his widow’s petition to
remove the desertion charge. (The Statutes at
Large
ngs magazine

(memory.loc.gov) and Legisworks.org.)

345981, has a related “Notation” card inside his
War Department, Washington, May 18, 1893. It

approved April 14, 1890. See also Co. C, 8 U.S.
Vet. Vols.” All the cards inside his CMSR show

enlisted under an assumed name “to delude his

which he enlisted and served; these cards were
annotated by the AGO in 1893 to indicate his

met the law’s requirements and the AGO
approved his request.

The “Notation” card alerts the researcher to

Amasa Armstrong
Amasa Armstrong served in Co. I, 1st New York
Engineers. The book mark on his jacket, Sno-231867, has a related “Notation” card inside his
CMSR that reads: “War Department, Adjutant

rebellion who had “enlisted or served under
assumed names” unless the “name was assumed
to cover a crime or to avoid its consequence.”

is hereby returned to duty without trial or loss

desertion and this order without giving details
1889–1904 (NAID 588796). It contains three

This “Notation” card points to two records.

Each packet is a miniature diary on some part
and Circulars, 1797–1910 (NAID 654725), volume

1892. Two unnamed neighbors, in separate
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Eng’s having reported to their regiment, they
are hereby returned to duty without trial or loss
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this “absence” by Moses J. Ludington, William
Decker, Michael Sheehan, Edward Rossman,
Richard H. Angel, J. A. Moore, John J. White,
Amasa Armstrong, and William Mitchell.

CMSR. Is there a “Notation” card or some other

now learned the issue and the decision reached.
your name, mailing address, e-mail address,
noting that two men on the list, Moses J.
along with a request such as “I would like a copy

William Auer
William Auer served in Co. D, 1st New York
Engineers. The book mark on his jacket, 6165B-(EB) 73, is also noted on the book mark line
on the Company Muster-out Roll card inside
his CMSR. The company muster out roll was
dated at Richmond, Virginia, 30 June 1865, but
the remarks indicate “Discharged by Surgeons

National Archives and Records Administration,
700 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Washington,

may also do this research in person. For more

Final Thoughts

his sickness and discharge, there is no medical

(NAID 607910). For unknown reasons, William

Book Mark may also be discussed

the service. Years later, he decided he wanted
to have one, so in 1873, he wrote to the War

research showing the circumstances under

Research Steps
As noted earlier in this article, the book mark
and researchers must contact the National
Archives to obtain a copy.
First, examine the soldier’s Compiled Military
Book Mark line, write
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